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Abstract: 
This study examined the characteristic trails of the blessed man which is contained 

in all forms of happiness. The paper presents the contrasting view of the blessed 

man and the ungodly with both having their end result one to the positive and the 

other negative. Using the exegetical method, a thematic approach was use for the 

analysis of the text Psalm 1:1-6 in connection with the character traits of both the 

righteous and the wicked. The misconception of the tern “blessed” to mean all 

forms of material accusation was addressed. The passage under investigation was 

considered from the point of Hebrew poetry in relation to its parallelism. It is 

observed that for anyone to experience the blessed life, he or she must of a 

necessity not Walk in line with what the ungodly does, not Stand in the way in 

which the wicked stay, and not Sit in the midst of them who scheme evil.   
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Introduction 

One of the most striking issues that bothers the mind of man is the issue of blessing. The 

lack of biblical understanding of the concept of blessing is a basic problem facing the 21 

century church. This has affected the commitment of the church today. Some Christians 

have indeed gone to the extreme by limiting blessing to material possession only at the 

expense of spiritual life by making such statements as “my God is not a poor God," "the 

earth is the Lord's and all the fullness thereof. “I am born to drive the best car as a child of 

the King of kings”, "possess your possessions," name it, claim it, and so on." "Whether we 

like it or not, money and wealth are important aspects of living." Consciously or 

unconsciously, everybody has need of it." All of the statements above, go to show a long 

way in confirming the idea that the contemporary Christian views the characteristic traits 

of a blessed man from the perspective of material possession which is generally referred 

to as prosperity.  From the above, one can see that the idea of the Psalmist on the issue of 

the blessed man which is summed up in the idea of the fear of God and avoiding 

wickedness has been misunderstood and misdirected to wealth and material possessions. 
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The purpose of this write-up is to provide the contemporary Christians with a balanced 

biblical view of blessing based on the contextual understanding of Psalm 1:1-6 in which 

the psalmist portrays the word blessing (blessed) as to mean "happy. That is, a happy man 

is one having no fellowship or dealings with the wicked. He went further to say that the 

happy man gives himself day and night to the observance of and meditation on the law of 

his God. For such a man lives a stable and abundant prosperous life. This he sets in contrast 

with the wicked who are like the chaff, which is impermanent, without roots, useless and 

blown away from its place by the winds. 

 

An Exposure of Psalm 1:1-6 as It Relates to Hebrew Parallelism  

It is safe to note here that Hebrew poetry, unlike English poetry, was not as concerned with 

rhyme as it was with the balancing of ideas within a line. Each line of Hebrew poetry had 

at least two or three parts, but rarely did it have more than three. As a general rule, when 

a line of Hebrew poetry is translated into English, each part contained an idea. The other 

parts of the line either repeated the idea in a slightly different manner, stated a contrary or 

opposite idea, or added to the original idea. It is in this light that Psalm 1:1-6 shall be 

considered. Psalm 1:1. A careful look at this verse, one would discover that the idea in the 

first part of the line is duplicated more or less in the second part of the line, using different 

language. This is called synonymous parallelism. 

Line (a) "Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly 

Line (b) Nor standeth in the way of sinners 

Line (c) Nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful. 

 

All three lines expressing the same thought. This is an admonition to keep away from 

worldly people. A closer look at this verse one would see that the words also are 

synonymous with the contrasting words such as: Walketh, Standeth, and Sitteth" in 

contrast with the Ungodly, Sinners, and Scornful". In this, the former line indicating, 

talking about position in which the blessed man should not stay, while the later indicates, 

talking about wicked people. Ps. 1:2. In this case, it is obvious that the second part of the 

line added to the idea in the first part of the line. This is called Synthetic Parallelism. 

Line (a) "But his delight is in the law of the Lord;  

Line (b) And in his law doth he meditate day and night"  

 

An idea which stresses on knowing and living the Word of God consistently. 

In verse 3, there is another example of synthetic parallelism in which the second 

part is adding to the idea in the first part. 

Line (a) And he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water,  

Line (b) that bringeth forth his fruit in his season 
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This thought stresses, emphasizes on the benefits that follow obedience to the word of God 

consistently          

 Psalm 1:4. This verse shall be considered in connection with verse three (3) in 

which case, the idea in verse four (4) is the opposite of the idea in verse 3. 

Line (a) And he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water, that bringeth 

forth his fruit in his season 

Line (b) His leaf also shall not wither, And whatsoever he doeth shall prosper.  

This is in opposition with verse four: 

The ungodly are not so; but are the chaff which the wind driveth away 

These verses are antithetically placed in the sense that verse four gives the fate of the 

ungodly, wicked in contrast to the blessings on the godly in verse three. 

In Psalm. 1:5, the second part of the line added to the idea in the first part of the 

line. This is called synthetic parallelism." 

Line (a) "Therefore the ungodly shall not stand in the judgment, 

Line (b) Nor sinners in the congregation of the righteous." 

The two parts describe further the life of the ungodly. 

It is obvious in verse 6, that the idea in the second part of the line is the opposite 

of the idea in the first part. This is called Antithetic parallelism 

Line (a) "For the Lord knoweth the way of the righteous, 

Line (b) But the way of the ungodly shall perish. 

 

The both lines indicate the destiny, the end result of an action, that is, the destruction which 

is the end of the ungodly, wicked people and the blessedness of the righteous 

 

An Exegetical Explanation of Psalm 1:1-6 

The Psamist began with the word 'ashre which is translated in so many versions as blessed. 

However, this will be better rendered "happiness of", this is due to the construct form in 

which it is phrased. The term above ordinarily connotes so much inward blessedness as 

outward felicity.] 'atsat counsel is transposed with the noun either "counsel or council. A 

Similar alternative is the translation "fellowship" of wicked men”. Both alternatives are 

possible. dereke meaning “way" is translated "assembly," the word is used again in verse 6 

twice and thus is critical to the meaning of the psalm as a whole. The word can also be 

translated "dominion" to throne." In the present context however, the argument for the 

meaning "assembly," does not stand, therefore, it is better to retain the translation way both 

n verse I and verse 6. The word moshav meaning "gathering or "seat" as the meaning of the 

term. The sense of this word could admittedly add to the strength of Dahood's argument, 

in that it would provide synonymous parallelism for the first three lines as follows. 

"Council, Assembly, Gathering, nevertheless, the more conventional rendering shows a 
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progression within the parallelism. Just as the verbs demonstrate a kind of progression: 

"Walked, Stood, and Sat". This is correlation with the noun: "Counsel, Way, Gathering. 

halake literally has the basic sense to walk loosely," and the noun lesim has the sense 

"babbler" but the contexts here suggests the nuance "scoffers, ridiculers.    

        

This verse however, presents three pictorial phrases which doubtless were variant way of 

describing the same spiritual attitude. Walketh not in the counsel. He does not follow the 

advice, plans, and pattern of life of the ungodly: "in the way of sinners." they go from bad 

to worse. "Sitteth in the seat of the scoffer." That is, sit down with them in the place where 

they meet to confer on their common designs. Ps. 1:2 heph'tso from (haphets) which is 

translated "delight" is used in the sense that one is taking delight in one's business or 

occupation. That is, the godly man's chief interest is to fulfil the law of the Lord. Yehegeh 

from the root hegeh, which may be onomatopoeic concept which implies more than just 

"'meditating." Some kind of utterance is indicated, such as murmuring or "whispering." 

That is, to utter, the low sounds of reading half aloud to oneself in studying the words. 

Ps.1:3 shatul from shatal, meaning transplant. The word mayim meaning waters, which 

represent the following: running water," irrigation channels." That is, when one is in the 

mood of meditation, he or she is always fed with a constant supply of divine water. The 

godly man is "transplanted" in the "word, in the conception of God as the arbiter of all that 

is right, he must be a man with roots growing deep in the source from which he draws life 

and power for existence. The phrase lo’-ken resh'im in which verse 4 began, indicates an 

inversion of the previous verse. The verse started with a particle negation “not so” joined 

to the noun meaning "wickedness," guilty of sin, against either god or man. The Hebrew 

root word 'ra'ah means evil or bad. But the emphasis here wickedness" is on the moral 

deficiencies that had expression in injuring other persons. This verse therefore states that 

the blessing accrue to the righteous is not reserved, prepared for the wicked person. The 

evil person is not to enjoy the happiness of heart such as the Godly enjoys. The word 

mishpat used for "judgment" implies the place of judgment, that is, the wicked will have no 

place, or no respect, in the courts of law, where justice and righteousness are the modus 

operandi. The concluding verse of Psalm 1, began with ki-yode'a yhwh ‘adonay which is 

translated "for the Lord knows" can better be translated to mean protect, guard. The picture 

is that the Godly delight in God's law, a choice which yields stability, prosperity and 

protection. The wicked are vulnerable to destruction, for God's protection does not abide 

with them. 

 

A Thematic Analysis of Psalm 1:1-6 A Contrasted Approach 

The Psalmist presented the characters of two opposing lifestyles and their end result. These 

lifestyles are referred to as the godly and the ungodly lifestyles. In this wise, the 
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presentation of the godly in contrast with the ungodly shall be considered in a thematic 

form.    

  

The Godly is Described  

A picture of the godly man's way is clearly noted by the Psalmist by which the present day 

Christian are to try and mirror. The scripture states that the Lord knows those that are his, 

but we must know them by their character. According to Matthew Henry (2006), the 

character of a good man is here given by the rules he chooses to walk by and to yield his 

actions from. What we take at our setting out, and at every turn, for the guide of our 

conversation, whether the course of this world or the word of God, is of material 

consequence. The godly man is described as one who loves the things of the Lord, he stays 

on track to the thing pertaining to the kingdom of God. As a result, he is blessed with inner 

peace.  

 

The Godly Detest Evil 

A picture of a godly man is that he avoids evil, out rightly repudiates the companionship 

of those who do evil. Matthew Henry (2006), noted that the blessed man does not walk in 

the council of the ungodly Ps.1:1. This attitude of the character of the righteous important 

because those who will keep the commandments of their God must depart from evil doers. 

(Ps 119:115). The righteous sees evil people all around him because the world is full of 

them. The ungodly walk on every side casting off the fear of God and living in the neglect 

of their duty to him. The word for sinners signifies such as are determined for the practice 

of sin and set it up as their trade. The scornful are those that set their mouths against the 

heavens. These attitude of the wicked the good man sees with a sad heart it is in constant 

vexation to his soul.  

     

The Godly Submits to God 

The portrait of a blessed or man is that he does what is good and cleaves to what is right. 

The blessed man submits to the guidance of the word of God and makes that a habit. v. 2. 

This is the attitude that keeps him out of the way and braces him against the temptations 

of the ungodly. Matthew Henry (2006), stated that the revelation of the will God and of the 

only way to happiness to any person. The intimate acquaintance which a good man keeps 

up with the word of God: In that law doth he meditate day and night; and by this it appears 

that his delight is in it, for what we love we love to think of, Ps 119:97. To meditate in God's 

word is to discourse with ourselves concerning the great things contained in it.  With a 

close application of mind and a stability of thought until a person be properly affected with 

those things and experience the savour’s power of transformation. This we must do day 
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and night; we must have a constant habitual regard to the word of God as the rule of our 

actions and the spring of our comforts. 

 

The Godly is Strenthened by God 

The promise to the righteous man is happiness with which Christians should be 

encouraged to demonstrate the character of righteousness. The blessing that the righteous 

receives from God brings him happiness. The blessedness of a Godly man contains all the 

ingredients of happiness which he or she will never lack. 

 

The Ungodly is Described 

The ungodly is described here in verse 4, in a reverse order of the righteous both in 

character and condition. The blessedness of the righteous which culminate in happiness 

are not so with the ungodly. The ungodly are led by the counsel of the wicked, they are 

led in the way of sinners, to the seat of the scornful; they have no delight in the law of God, 

nor ever think of it; they bring forth no fruit but grapes of Sodom. They are like the chaff 

which the wind blows away because it is not capable of being put to any good use. The 

wrath of God drives them away in their wickedness as the wind does the chaff, which is 

never gathered. However, the chaff may be, for a while among the wheat.  

 

The Ungodly is Doomed 

The ungodly are unable to stand before the judgment of God or to escape it. They will be 

cast upon their trial as traitors who are being convicted of their sin. They shall be found 

guilty at the judgment seat. It is opined by Matthew Henry (2006), that the ungodly must 

appear in that judgment to receive according to the things done in the body. They will be 

for ever shut out from the society of the blessed. They shall not stand in the congregation 

of the righteous. The wicked shall not have a place in that congregation. The wicked and 

profane in this world ridicule the righteous and their congregation despising them and 

cared not for their company, justly therefore will they be for ever separated from them. 

 

An Exposition of the Passage of Psalm 6:1-6 

The psalmist begins with the character and condition of a godly man that those may first 

take the comfort of that to whom it belongs. This is a description of the godly man's spirit 

and way by which we are to try ourselves. The Lord knows those that are his by name, but 

he must know them by their character. The characteristic traits of a blessed man is here 

given by the rules he chooses to walk by and to take his measures from. A godly man that 

he may avoid the evil, utterly renounces the companionship of evil doers, and will not be 

led by them. He walks not in the council of the ungodly those that will keep the 

commandments of their God must say to evil doers, depart from me, and departing from 
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evil is that in which wisdom begins (Psalm 119:115).      

    

As a matter of fact, you will see evil doers round about you, the world is full of them, and 

they walk on every side. The Bible described them by three characters, ungodly, sinners, 

and scornful. They are ungodly, that is, casting off the fear of God and living in the neglect 

of their duty to him, when the services of religion are laid aside, they come to be sinners. 

That is, they break out into open rebellion against God and engage in the service of sin and 

Satan. It is a true saying that omissions make way for commissions, and by these the heart 

is so hardened that at length they come to be scorners, they openly defy all that is sacred, 

scoff at Christian truth, and make jest of sin.       

   

Brethren, this is the way iniquity down-hill, the bad grows worse, sinners themselves 

become tempters to others, they are unsettled, they aim at no certain end and work by no 

certain rule, but are at the command of every lust and at the best of every temptation. These 

the blessed man sees with a sad heart; they are a constant vexation to his righteous soul. 

The blessed man shuns them wherever he sees them. He does not do as they do, and, that 

he may not, he does not converse familiarly with them. A blessed man does not walk in 

the counsel of the ungodly. He is not present at their council. He does no consent to them, 

he does not take his measure from their principles. As a blessed man, you must avoid 

doing as they do, you must avoid being where they are, that you may not imitate them, 

but keep as far from them as from a person infected with the plague, for fear of the 

contagious according to Proverbs 4 14. The word of God encourages us not to repose 

ourselves with those that sit down secure in their wickedness and please themselves with 

the sacredness of their own conscience.        

      

As a blessed man by God, you must not associate with those that sit in close cabal to find 

out ways and means for the support and advancement of the devil's kingdom or that sit in 

open judgment, magisterially to condemn the generation of the righteous. It is obvious 

here that the seat of the drunkards is the seat of the scornful Psalm 69:12. Blessed, happy 

is the man that never sits in the way, midst of the evil doers scheming wickedness with 

them," Hosea 7:5. A blessed man is he that does that which is good and cleaves to it, 

submits to the guidance of the word of God and makes the word familiar to himself. No 

wonder the Bible declares in Psalm 17:4, "By the words of thy lips I have kept me safe from 

the path of the deceiver." We need not count the fellowship of sinners, either by pleasure 

or for improvement, in life, while we have fellowship with the word of God and with God 

himself in and by his word. The entire affection that a blessed man has for the law of God: 

His delight is in it. Though it be a law, a yoke, because it is the law of God which is holy, 

just, and good, which he freely consents to and so delights in after the inner man Romans 
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7:16, this is the way to happiness in God. To meditate in God's word is to discourse with 

ourselves concerning the great things contained in it, with a close application of mind, a 

fixedness of thought, till we be suitably affected with those things and experience the 

saviour and his power in our hearts. This we must do day and night. We must have a 

constant habitual regard to the word of God as the rule of our actions and the spring of 

our comfort, and we must have it in our though, accordingly, upon every occasion that 

occurs, whether night or day. No time is amiss to meditate in the Word of God. An 

assurance given of the godly man's happiness with which we should encourage ourselves. 

He is blessed, he happy as indicated in Psalm 5:1, God blessed him, and that blessing will 

make him happy: none of the ingredients of happiness shall be wanting to him when. The 

psalmist undertake to describe a blessed man as a good man, for after all, those only are 

happy, truly happy, that are holy. The concern of our generation is to know the way to 

blessedness than knowing what blessedness consist of or require. The psalmist here 

illustrates by a similitude the happiness of the blessed man: He shall be like a tree, fruitful 

and flourishing. This is the effect of his pious practice; the more we converse with the word 

of God, the better furnished we are for every good word and work. The divine blessing 

produces real effects. It is the happiness of a godly man, that he is planted by the grace of 

God.  

 

In Isaiah 61:3, the trees of the Lord are full of sap and sweet juice. That he is placed by the 

means of grace, here called the rivers of water, those rivers which make glad the city of our 

God (Psalm 46:4), from these a good man receives supplies of strength and rigour, but in 

secret undiscerned ways. That practices shall be trait, abounding to a good account (Phil. 

4:17). To those God first blessed he said, be fruitful Genesis 1:22. The godly man brings 

forth his fruit in due season, when it is most beautiful and most useful improving every 

opportunity of doing good and it in the proper time. It is remarkable to remember that the 

description of the ungodly given in verse 4, are the reverse of the righteous, both in 

character and condition: they have no delight in the law of God, nor ever think of it, they 

bring forth no fruit but grapes of Sodom. As we progress in this Christian pilgrimage, that 

the righteous are considered valuable, useful, and a fruitful tree, but the ungodly are like 

chaff which the wind drives away, they have no substance in then, no solidity. Therefore, 

the wrath of God will drive them away in their wickedness as the wind does the chaff. The 

Church of God should understand that the ungodly has an end of doom. They will be cast 

upon their trails and imprints, as traitors convicted. They shall not stand in the judgment, 

in this they shall be found guilty, they shall hang down the head with shame and 

confusion, and all their pleas and excuses will be overruled. It is also good to know that 

the ungodly shall forever be shut out from the society of the blessed. They shall not stand 

in the congregation of the righteous. We must bear in mind that the state of the righteous 
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and the state of the wicked are different. God must have all the glory of the prosperity and 

happiness of the righteous. They are blessed, happy because the Lord knows their ways, 

he chose them into it, inclined them to choose it, leads and guides them in it, and orders 

all their steps. But the ungodly must bear all the blame of their own destruction Therefore, 

the ungodly perish, because the very way in which they have chosen and resolved to walk 

leads directly to destruction; it naturally lends towards ruin and therefore must necessarily 

end in it. The Lord approves and is well pleased with the way of the righteous, and 

therefore, under the influence of his gracious smiles the righteous shall prosper and end 

well; but he is angry at the way of the wicked, all they do is offensive to him, and therefore 

the wicked shall perish.   

 

The characteristic traits of a blessed man has been emphasized above are that the blessed 

man avoids evil and evil doers: the blessed man keeps doing that which is good; and 

submits himself to the guidance of God: he is always a happy man led by the good he or 

she does; he prospers in all he does in accordance with the will of God. He depends on the 

grace of God for survival. The blessed man's life reflects the character of God. These and 

many more are the characteristic traits of a blessed man as portrayed by David in the 

passage under consideration. 

 

Conclusion  

It has been established the in this paper sharp contrast with the understanding of some 

Christians in our contemporary world. In their view, the blessed man is that man who has 

almost all material possessions. Though, this paper does not deny the fact that, the 

characteristic traits of blessed man do not involve material blessings, but that the material 

blessings should be balanced with the way of life of the godly man as described in the 

periscope before us. This is true because the solid foundation of the righteous as pictured 

in verses 1-3 alludes to the fact that the righteous person’s needs will be supplied by God. 

The righteous are introduced as the "blessed or happy. Their happy estate is not something 

given automatically by God, but is a direct result of their activity. Therefore, a person who 

is to be happy must also engage in a positive task. Suffice it to say that the prosperity and 

happiness of the righteous depends upon their finding "delight in the Lord's word. But 

how is such delight to be found? In practical terms, it is achieved by constant meditation, 

it contains guidance from the creator. Life is lived in futility if the fundamental purpose is 

never discovered. It is the meaning of human existence which is enshrined in the word of 

God, and it is the discovery of that meaning which flows from meditation upon the word. 
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